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Vermont Issues

Reporter Anna Van Dine explains how Burlington is full of historic carriage barns. Some 
might get a second life - others won't survive. Vermont's largest city might not be a place 
you'd expect to find historic barns. But they're everywhere - some are hidden in backyards, 
others are hiding in plain sight. And in a changing city in the midst of a housing crisis, the role 
these barns play may be shifting.

4/1 ;6min 6sec.

Vermont Issues

Mitch Wertlieb reports on the 2021 Vermont Book Award Finalists. The list of 2021 finalist 
has been revealed for the Vermont Book Award - a literary prize awarded annually by 
Vermont College of Fine Arts in Montpelier, for works of outstanding literary merit by Vermont 
authors.

4/1 ;7min 4sec.

Politics/Government

Connor Cyrus lead a discussion on Vermont Edition entitled "'I saw an accurate reflection of 
me.' Two Black women on witnessing Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson's confirmation hearings. 
Judge Jackson is President Biden's nominee for the Supreme Court. Two Black Vermont 
women witnessed her Senate confirmation hearings firsthand and reflect on her historic 
nomination and potential to be the first Black woman to ever sit on the country's highest 
court.

4/1 at 12pm; 11min 20sec.

Arts Culture
Independent producer Erica Heilman attended a benefit for Ukrainin refugees at the Highland 
Center for the Arts in Greensboro. It featured the Marshfield Slavic Singers and a small choir 
called Farm Song. The benefit was part-concert and part-singing workship.

4/4; 6min 23sec.

Politics/Government
In an ongoing series of discussions with Vermont political candidates, Vermont Edition host, 
Mikaela Lefrak talked with U.S. House candidate Sianay Chase Clifford, one of four women 
running as Democrats for Vermont's only seat in the U.S. House.

4/4 at 12pm; 18min 49sec.

Vermont Issues

Liam Elder-Connors reports, two prime city lots remain vacant during Vermont's housing 
crisis. Will that change soon? In two Vermont cities, there's prime downtown real estate that 
could become much needed housing. But these vacant lots in Burlington and Newport have 
languished for years, and it's unclear if anything will change in the near future.

4/5; 5min 49sec.
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Vermont Issues

Vermont Edition co-host Connor Cyrus leads a talk about Vermont's new guncontrol law and 
the bipartisan compromise behind it. Republicans and Democrats seldom see eye to eye on 
gun laws. A law professor explains Vermont's new gun control law, which goes into effect in 
July, and how it is a rare example of bipartisan discussions and compromise.

4/5 at 12pm; 13min 54sec.

Vermont Issues

Local ATC host Grace Benninghoff speaks with Vermont's COVID modeler on returning to his 
day job in financial regulation. Mike Pieciak has been one of the state government's most 
visible faces during the pandemic. Now, he's largely returned to his actual job in financial 
regulation.

4/6; 7min 6sec.

Arts Culture
Mary Engisch speaks with Kat McVeigh and partner Dale Donaldson about finding vintage 
textiles and how they give them renewed life with their clothing design business, Kitty 
Badhands.

4/9; 6min 33sec.

Vermont Issues
Vermont Edition co-host Mikaela Lefrak leads a discussion about how 2021 was the deadliest 
year yet for Vermont opioid overdose deaths. Vermont Edition spoke with workers helping 
people through recovery from opioid addication.

4/11 at 12pm; 45min 38sec.

Wildlife / Environment

More Vermonters are carrying and counting amphibians at road crossings during spring 
migration. Reporter Lexi Krupps shares how each spring, millions of frogs and salamanders 
head to wetlands to breed. Their migration is traught with human hazards that can threaten 
entire populations. But more people are paying attention, and by keeping track of these 
animals, they can do something to help.

4/13; 6min 16sec.

Agriculture

Hollandaise or butter? Plant asparagus crowns now and enjoy the tender stalks for decades. 
Mary Engisch spoke with Charlie Nardozzi during the segment "All Things Gardening". 
Though it takes a couple of years to mature and begin to produce stalks, planting asparagus 
this spring could set you up for plenty of this quintessential early season veggie for decades.

4/16; 5min 25sec.

Politics/Government

New reapportionment maps give northwestern Vermont more political power. Morning Edition 
host Mitch Wertlieb reports how Governor Phil Scott recently signed Vermont's new 
reapportionment bill into law. The legislation redraws some House and Senate district 
boundaries to reflect changes in population in Vermont over the past 10 years.

4/19; 8min 19sec.

Wildlife / Environment

Mitch Werlieb reports how Vermont is - and isn't - on track to reduce its share of climate-
warming emissions. A recent report from the International Panel on Climate Change finds the 
world still has time to avoid the worst of climate change, but only if nations come together to 
cut greenhouse gas emissions much faster than they have. But it also says it's very possible 
to fix the problem, and local and state governments have a critical role to play. So, how do 
Vermont's efforts stack up?

4/20; 7min 6sec.

Business / Economics
Vermont Edition co-host Connor Cyrus spoke with a couple of Etsy sellers based in Vermont 
about the website's recent fee increases and the recent sellers strike. 4/21 at noon; 24min 11sec.

Arts Culture
Made Here Film Festival celebrates movies from New England and Quebec. Mikaela Lefrak 
spoke with the film festival's executive director to discuss some of the most exciting films and 
filmmakers participating in this year's event.

4/21; 10min 50sec.

Business / Economics
Henry Epp reports about Rutland-based Casella Waste Systems, their dominance in the 
Northeast and how this has lead to monopoly concern in Vermont.

4/26; 13min 32sec.
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Agriculture

A small cannabis grower reflects on licensing delays, jumping into Vermont's fledging 
recreational market. Local ATC host Grace Benninghoff reports how Vermont Cannabis 
growers are eagerly awaiting the approval of licenses from the state Cannabis Control Board, 
the governing body that decides who can sell products in the state's forthcoming recreational 
marketplace. One small grower hoping to get on is Eduardo Jaime, owner of Fine Bud Farms 
in Randolph.

4/28; 6min 14sec.

Agriculture

A spring evening with a New Farms for New Americans gardening class. Elodie Reed 
reporter, on an April evening, half a dozen farmers gathered inside a Burlington greenhouse. 
There they attended a gardening class put on by the Association of Africans Living in 
Vermont. The class is meant to help farmers adapt crops from warmer parts of the world - to 
Vermont's rather short growing season.

4/29; 4min 51sec.
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